
Year 3

Pupil Observations and 
Assessment

Targets

Upper KS2: Social Distancing

Suggested Sequence of 
Learning Part 3

Learning Objectives & Intentions
The focus of the learning is to explore how we can 
use our bodies to make us run as fast as possible.

Pupils will learn the correct technique used for 
sprinting.

Key Questions 
Why do we need to be able to run fast in sport?

Which sports involve running?

What types of muscle fibres are there?

What fibres type do sprinters need?

Which athletic events are sprinting events?

How do we run?

What is the consequence of a sprinter running out 
of their lane in a race?

What is a false start? What is the consequence of 
a false start?

What should we do with our head when we are 
sprinting? Why?

Do we feel quicker when we apply the correct head 
technique?

What should we do with our arms when we are 
sprinting? Why?

Do we feel quicker when we apply the correct arm 
technique?

Context & Structure
Prior to the lesson commencing outside, discuss running 
with the class Focus on athletics, what running events are 
there in athletics?

Show What You Know about Running
Working individually in their own space (ideally in their own 
marked out space) or their own marked out running lane  
(spread the lanes out so there is adequate distance 
between each lane) ask them to show what you know 
about running. What parts of the body do we use when we 
run? Show HA examples.

Sprinting: Running in a lane
Mark out a 20-40m track or running lane for each pupil.   
(Spread the lanes out so there is adequate distance 
between each lane). Pupils sprint down their lane to the 
end and then jog back to the start. Ask pupils what are the 
consequences if you run out of your lane in a race? 

Explore the sprinting technique
Explore how different body parts affect our speed. Show 
HA examples
Exploring our Head Position: Explore running with our 
head looking at the sky, the floor and moving side to side. 
What effect does this have on our speed? What is the 
correct head position? Straight ahead and focused.
Exploring our Arms: Explore running with our arms 
behind our back, out in front of us and above your head. 
What effect does this have on our speed? What is the 
correct arm position? Pumping our arms backwards, with 
elbows bent and close to the body.

Sprinting Competition
Can pupils apply the above sprinting technique into races?  
Start each race with 'On Your Marks, Get Set, Go'
Can pupils stay in their lanes during a race? What is the 
consequence of going, before the 'go' signal? Who was the 
quickest pupil? Discuss with pupils why this particular pupil 
was the quickest.

KS1

Running for Speed

Lower KS2 Upper KS2 Beyond KS2

Success Criteria
(P) Can pupils run with their head up, focusing 
forwards and with a pumping action with their arms 
and elbows bent? 

(C) Do pupils understand why it is important to 
pump their arms and focus forwards in order to run 
faster?
Reflection 

(S) Can pupils listen to each others ideas and 
focus on the demonstrations?
Respect 

(W) Do pupils continue to try and improve their 
own performance?
Self Motivation 

(P) Are pupils able to apply accurate head and arm 
technique to make themselves quicker? 

(C) Can pupils identify strengths and weakness in 
other performances?
Evaluation 

(S) Are pupils able to group themselves according 
to speed? 
Respect / Cooperation

(W) Do pupils continue to try and improve their 
own performance?
Self Motivation 


